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The biennial PAKM Conference Series o?ers a communication platform and
meeting ground for practitioners and researchers involved in developing and
deploying advanced business solutions for the management of knowledge in ganizations. PAKM is a forum for people to share their views, exchange ideas,
develop new insights, and envision completely new kinds of knowledge manament solutions.
PAKM2008,the7thInternationalConferenceonPracticalAspectsofKno- edge
Management, was held in Yokohama, Japan, for the ?rst time. Although all past
PAKM conferences were held in Europe (Basel and Vienna), the PAKM Steering
Committee decided two yearsago that the PAKM conferenceshould be “on tour”:
it should be organized by di?erent people and be hosted in di?erent places all
over the world. For this year’s conference we received 62 submissions from 23
countries and 3 reviewers were assigned to one paper from the members of the
Program C- mittee and the additional reviewers. Thus 23 good papers were
selected. They cover a great variety of approaches to knowledge management,
which tackle the topic from many di?erent angles. It is this very diversity that
makes PAKM unique, while at the same time focusing on the one issue of
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managing knowledge within organizations. Many people were involved in setting
up PAKM 2008. We would like to express our warm thanks to everybody who
contributed to making it a success.
"This book offers a global perspective on the development and design of a digital
library and highlights its benefits over a traditional library"--Provided by publisher.
The world economy in which we are living poses challenges that lead to a
realization that 'more of the same' will be difficult to sustain. This provides an
illustration that, in order to create new or modified knowledge practices,
strengthen customer relationships and thus positively influence customer
satisfaction, organizations must be flexible in configuring (combining) knowledge
and knowledge structures in a way that is appropriate for delivering value to the
customer. It must simultaneously develop effective strategies for updating the
knowledge of its staff members necessary for underpinning the creation and
delivery of appropriate knowledge services. Thus, unlearning (forgetting)
becomes a critical means for organizational success. The ECKM community of
scholars has already initiated dialogue that links its particular strengths to
innovation issues. This conference aims to further that dialogue by attracting
leading edge work that leverages the ECKM community's in-depth understanding
of learning and unlearning to better understand knowledge management. Our
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aim is to stimulate breakthrough research streams linking learning, unlearning
and knowledge management. How can organizations tailor, use, and extend
techniques and tools from knowledge management for improving their business
practices and processes? Building upon existing work on knowledge
management (KM) and organizational learning, the conference will promote
interdisciplinary approaches from computer science and information systems,
business, management and organization science as well as cognitive science.
Emphasis will be put on systematic learning from experience, KM tools and KM
success factors. A special interest belongs to knowledge management initiatives
which are lightweight (i.e., do not place considerable additional burden on users
and KM experts), allow an incremental adoption (i.e., do not require large up-front
investment before any return of investment is at least visible), and are flexible
regarding frequent changes in experts and topics. Continuing the success of the
ECKM conference series since 2000, the 2015 conference will provide an
international communication forum bringing together academia and industry for
discussing the progress made and addressing the challenges faced by
continuous learning in knowledge-intensive organizations.
The University of Jyvaskyla is proud to welcome the 12th edition of the European
Conference in Cyber Warfare to Jyvaskyla. We intend to make this event as
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enjoyable as possible both on scientific and human aspects. As in previous
years, ECCWS will address elements of both theory and practice of all aspects of
Information Warfare and Security, and offers an opportunity for academics,
practitioners and consultants involved in these areas to come together and
exchange ideas. We also wish to attract operational papers dealing with the
critical issue that the modern world has to face regarding the evolution of
cyberwarfare capabilities development by nation states. The programme for the
event promises an extensive range of peer-reviewed papers, networking
opportunities and presentations from leaders in the field."
knowledgewrappedinrules,databases,ortheWeballowsonetoexploreintere- ing
hidden knowledge.Declarativetechniques for the transformation,deduction,
induction, visualization, or querying of knowledge, or data mining techniques for
exploring knowledge have the advantage of high transparency and better
maintainability compared to procedural approaches.
Recent research shows that collaboration and social networking foster
knowledge sharing and innovation by sparking new connections, ideas, and
practices. Yet these informal networks are often misunderstood and poorly
managed. Building on the groundbreaking, bestselling first edition, Knowledge
Management Handbook: Collaboration and Social Networkin
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A pragmatic approach to knowledge management that integrates normative,
strategic, and operational considerations is presented in this introduction to
applying knowledge-management theory in business. Best practices and sound
praxis from international organizations provide strategic drivers, measurements,
and baselines for identifying relevant knowledge and information. Emphasis is
placed on creating a comprehensive, shared language of knowledge
management that is accessible to junior, middle, and senior managers;
translating theory into simple implementation steps; and providing a framework
for embedding knowledge management into organizations.
Text surveys recent applications and innovations in knowledge management
(KM). Demonstrates KM in practice; revealing what has been learned, what
works, and what doesn't. DLC: Knowledge management.
A straightforward guide to leveraging your company's intellectual capital by
creating a knowledge management culture The Complete Guide to Knowledge
Management offers managers the tools they need to create an organizational
culture that improves knowledge sharing, reuse, learning, collaboration, and
innovation to ensure mesurable growth. Written by internationally recognized
knowledge management pioneers, it addresses all those topics in knowledge
management that a manager needs to ensure organizational success. Provides
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plenty of real-life examples and case studies Includes interviews with prominent
managers who have successfully implemented knowledge management
structures within their organizations Offers chapters composed of short
theoretical explanations and practical methods that you can utilize, based
primarily on hands-on author experience Taking an intellectual journey into
knowledge management, beginning with an understanding of the concept of
intellectual capital and how to establish an appropriate culture, this book looks at
the human aspects of managing knowledge workers, promoting interactions for
knowledge creation and sharing.
To maintain a competitive edge against other businesses, companies must
ensure the most effective strategies and procedures are in place. This is
particularly critical in smaller business environments with fewer resources.
Knowledge Management Initiatives and Strategies in Small and Medium
Enterprises is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly material
on the management of knowledge resources in smaller-scale enterprises.
Highlighting theoretical foundations and real-world applications, this book is
ideally designed for professionals, practitioners, researchers, and upper-level
students interested in emerging perspectives on knowledge management.
It seems as if attempts to use knowledge to understand and manage social
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networks are everywhere. Millions, if not billions, of dollars are being spent in an
attempt to derail terrorist networks, with much of it being invested in making
sense of massive data streams. There is growing concern that much of this
money is being squandered on approaches that will never deliver on their
promises. Our armed forces are being prepared to combat terrorist threats by the
introduction of “network centric approaches” and “digital battlefields” – basically
attempts to provide warfighters with a complete picture of the battlespace.
However, the experience of practitioners suggests that the “data smog” this
creates is actually counterproductive. From the arena of politics, the recent
invigorating battle between senators Clinton and Obama has thrown the spotlight
on the deficiencies in political polling (Economist, 2008b). Changes in the
structure of the situation (e.g. high turnouts) have thrown the whole industry into
chaos. Complexity is being discounted and the results are stark. The conclusion
formed in the media was that the situation was wildly unpredictable (so anyone’s
to win), and ended up having real consequences for the Democratic challenger in
November 2008 (Baldwin, 2008). Turning to business, we find that Société
Générale recently lost $7.2bn as the result of a single rogue trader making a
series of bogus transactions amid turbulent markets in 2007 and 2008. There has
been much speculation on what was known, when it was known, and who knew
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it. In other words, we have speculation that this is an example of the role of
knowledge in the mismanagement of social networks – with spectacular effect. At
a glance, the problems highlighted above seem positively overwhelming. Where
do you start? But start we must. Simple “cause and effect” thinking doesn’t
seem to be able to cut the mustard. There is broad agreement that even if the
Kyoto targets were fully met, on schedule, by 2100 it would only delay the
warming of the planet by six years (Parry et al., 1998). We need to utilize
knowledge in new ways…or maybe uncover insights from old ways. It is hard to
think of something more worthy of attention that the role of knowledge in the
management of complex systems. In Volume 4 of the Managing the Complex
Series we have brought together seventeen essays from authors around the
globe to explore the complex systems view of knowledge and its role in social
networks. Contributors explore such topics as: the limitations to our knowledge of
complex systems, the transfer of knowledge from local to global levels,
collaborative knowledge generation, decision making in complex multistakeholder situations, organizational learning and innovation, all through the
lens of the emerging field of complexity science. The editors hope that this
volume will give theorists further avenues to explore in their attempts to
understand knowledge creation, maintenance and distribution, and also provide
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practitioners with new tools to apply in the complex and messy real world.
A key problem facing the construction industry is that all work is done by transient
project teams, and in the past there has been no structured approach to learning
from projects once they are completed. Now, though, the industry is adapting
concepts of knowledge management to improve the situation. This book brings
together 13 contributors from research and industry to show how managing
construction knowledge can bring real benefits to organisations and projects. It
covers a wide range of issues, from basic definitions and fundamental concepts,
to the role of information technology, and engendering a knowledge sharing
culture. Practical examples from construction and other industry sectors are used
throughout to illustrate the various dimensions of knowledge management. The
challenges of implementing knowledge management are outlined and the
ensuing benefits highlighted.
The rapidly growing demand for online courses and supporting technology has
resulted in a plethora of structural and functional changes and challenges for
universities and colleges. These changes have led many distance education
providers to recognize the value of understanding the fundamental concepts of
both e-learning and knowledge management (KM)—including the e-learning
economic model and how to change the current culture of delivery system
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providers. Supplying a complete examination of the synergy between KM and elearning, Knowledge Management and E-Learning begins by considering KM
practices, techniques, and methodologies in e-learning. These chapters explain
how knowledge capture, retention, transfer, and sharing can help enhance the elearning experience. Edited and written by leading authorities in the fields of
knowledge management and e-learning, the book contains international case
studies that illustrate the applications of KM to e-learning in businesses,
government agencies, and universities in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
United Kingdom, Europe, and Asia. The text is divided into four parts: Setting the
Stage Methodologies and Techniques Case Studies and Applications Industry
Perspectives This groundbreaking reference discusses the use of digital media
engagement and social media to enhance the e-learning experience through the
ability to share knowledge among various communities and individuals. It details
key KM and social networking methodologies, trends, and technologies. The text
concludes with a summary of current and emerging trends by those at the
forefront of this rapidly evolving field.
In the ever changing scientific word, Academic entrepreneurship has emerged as
a new and growing field. Referring to the creation and management of an
environment for active support of knowledge exploitation and transfer, Academic
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entrepreneurship aims to encourage entrepreneurial behavior in the academic
community. Academic Entrepreneurship and Technological Innovation: A
Business Management Perspective provides a wide-ranging overview of the
relationship between universities and organizations through the most recent and
detailed research on university entrepreneurship. This book aims to be a
reference source for students, researchers, and practitioners interested in the
academic industry’s demand for technological innovation.
Presents a comprehensive set of lessons for the KM practitioner, covering all
phases of planning, design, implementation and assessment of knowledge
management. A central theme of the book is that for the success of KM in an
organization, it is critical to ensure that investments and changes are made with
sensibility and economy in each phase of the KM solution. The book explains the
reasoning behind each of the lessons, illustrates it with scenarios extracted from
real-world KM implementations, and provides guidelines for practitioners to
implement the lesson in their own organization. Presents a unique set of
counterintuitive lessons with a common theme that spans all phases of the
design and implementation of a KM solution, through which the practitioner can
obtain a consistent methodology for implementing KM Each lesson is
accompanied by sufficient explanations and illustrations, using self-contained
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examples Presents detailed practical guidelines to enable the practitioners to
apply the lesson effectively in their own KM implementations
Conceived by Chris Grey as an antidote to conventional textbooks, each book in
the 'Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap' series takes a core
area of the curriculum and turns it on its head by providing a critical and
sophisticated overview of the key issues and debates in an informal,
conversational and often humorous way. Written in a lively, conversational style,
Knowledge Management looks at the nature of knowledge, including its definition
and measurement, before the main concepts and theoretical contributions to
knowledge management are reviewed and challenged, providing fresh insights
into the central debates. Suitable for students of Business and Management
courses at Undergraduate and Postgraduate level and anyone interested in the
concept of knowledge management.
Knowledge Management (KM) is an effort to increase useful knowledge in the
organization. It is a natural outgrowth of late twentieth century movements to
make organizational management and operations more effective, of higher
quality, and more responsive to constituents in a rapidly changing global
environment. This document traces the evolution of KM in organizations,
summarizing the most influential research and literature in the field. It also
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presents an overview of selected common and current practices in knowledge
management, including the relationship between knowledge management and
decision making, with the intention of making a case for KM as a series of
processes and not necessarily a manipulation of things. The final section
highlights the use of social networking and commonly adopted Web applications
to increase the value of social capital and to connect practitioners with clients and
colleagues. Table of Contents: Introduction / Background Bibliographic Analysis /
Theorizing Knowledge in Organizations / Conceptualizing Knowledge Emergence
/ Knowledge "Acts" / Knowledge Management in Practice / Knowledge
Management Issues / Knowledge Management and Decision Making / Social
Network Analysis and KM / Implications for the Future / Conclusion
Innovations of Knowledge Management highlights the broad range of topics that
fall under the term "knowledge management," thus emphasizing the large role
knowledge management plays in organizations. As a compilation of some of the
most recent work in the field, the included chapters truly present innovations in
how organizations can and should manage their knowledge.
An overview of what knowledge management is, the theoretical basis behind it,
and practical insights into how it can be implemented effectively in a professional
setting. Starting with a discussion of how knowledge management has evolved,
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how it adds value for organisations, and how it's success can be measured. The
book then covers best practice and the key activities associated with doing
knowledge management, including knowledge strategy, managing knowledge
loss and knowledge sharing. Finishing with a discussion of knowledge
management’s role in international business and what future developments are
expected in the field. Practical insights are drawn from around the world, with
case studies such as how NASA forgot how to send a man to the Moon, Acer:
The smiling Asian tiger, and why Saudi Arabia’s experts do not learn from
overseas experts. The book is supported by online resources for lecturers and
students, including PowerPoint slides, an instructor’s manual, access to SAGE
journal articles, and scorecards for measuring usefulness of knowledge
management tools. Suitable reading for undergraduate and postgraduate
business and management students on knowledge management &
organizational learning modules.
Individuals need to survive and grow in changing and sometimes turbulent
organizational environments, while organizations and societies want individuals
to have the knowledge, skills and abilities that will enable them to prosper and
thrive. Personal Knowledge Management (PKM) is a means of coping with
complex environmental changes and developments: it is a form of sophisticated
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career and life management. Personal Knowledge Management is an evolving
concept that focuses on the importance of individual growth and learning as
much as on the technology and management processes traditionally associated
with organizational knowledge management. This book looks at the emergence
of PKM from a multi-disciplinary perspective, and its contributors reflect the
diverse fields of study that touch upon it. Relatively little research or major
conceptual development has so far been focused on PKM, but already significant
questions are being asked, such as 'is there an inherent conflict between
personal and organizational knowledge management and how best do we
harmonize individual and organizational goals?' This book will inform, stimulate
and challenge every reader. By delving both deeply and broadly into its subject,
the distinguished authors help all those concerned with 'knowledge work' and
'knowledge workers' to see how PKM supports and affects individuals,
organizations and society as a whole; to better understand the concepts involved
and to benefit from relevant research in this important area.
This volume of Who’s Who in Research series offers a useful guide for current
researchers in Intellect’s subject area of Visual Arts. The directory holds the
names, institutions, biographies and current research interests of hundreds of
leading international academics as well as references to the researchers’
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principal articles in Intellect journals.
"This scholarly discussion of managerial challenges details the most recent
research on how organizations can better create, share, and exploit knowledge.
Spanning the business and public service context, the information provided
covers practical issues such as measuring returns, establishing trust, and
integrating technology. Also discussed are knowledge management systems,
Internet support, and information systems development."
This book provides a perspective on knowledge management at Siemens - an
internationally recognised benchmark - by presenting the reader with the best of
the corporation's practical applications and experiences. Tom Davenport and
Gilbert Probst bring together instructive case studies from different areas that
reflect the rich insights gained from years of experience in practising knowledge
management. Most of the cases have been updated for the second edition. New
cases have been added. The Knowledge Management Case Book provides a
comprehensive account of how organisational knowledge assets can be
managed effectively. Specific emphasis is given to the development of generic
lessons that can be learned from Siemens' experience. The book also offers a
roadmap to building a "mature knowledge enterprise", thereby enhancing our
understanding of the steps that need to be taken in order to sustain competitive
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dominance in the knowledge economy. Presenting applications from very
different areas, this practice-orientated book is really outstanding in the broad
field of KM literature. "Perhaps the most revealing - and interesting - part of the
cases in this book is not the analysis of the various knowledge management tools
and processes, but the description of their development, of how they come about,
of how commitment was gained, of how implementation was led." Yves Doz, The
Timken Chaired Professor of Global Technology and Innovation at INSEAD,
Fontainebleau "This case book brings insights how our most valuable resource
makes those tools happen. I found this book exciting reading, because it is, to my
knowledge, the only book where a single company with a wide variety of
knowledge management approaches accumulates years of experiences and
lessons learned. Edited by two of the leading thinkers in the field of knowledge
management, this book will show the way you practise knowledge management
in your company." Heinz Fischer, Global Head of HR, Deutsche Bank AG "This
book is a rare and valuable description of a single company's knowledge
management journey. Siemens has made impressive advances in becoming a
knowledge-driven firm, and this volume details many of its directions and
waystations." Laurence Prusak, Executive Director, IBM Institute for Knowledge
Management "Though there are many books on Knowledge Management, this is
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a unique one on a sense that it provides practical application of KM rather than
the jargon." Sushil, Modi Foundation Chair Professor and Group Chair,
Department of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi
Police oversight agencies are citizens' watchdog organizations designed to
ensure that the police are operating with integrity and accountability. Integrity is
defined as the quality of being honest and morally upright. Accountability refers to
situations in which someone is required or expected to justify actions or
decisions. Based on integrity and accountability challenges in police forces all
over the world, this book discusses the roles and methods of police oversight
agencies. Knowledge management in police oversight is presented by identifying
knowledge categories and knowledge management systems. A model for police
oversight performance is developed in the book, and the model is applied to an
oversight agency as a case study.
"This book captures an in-depth knowledge base on the most current and useful
concepts, applications, and processes relevant to the successful management of
knowledge assets"--Provided by publisher.
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